The need for sensitive methods of detection and visualization of acoustic surface perturbations has grown with the increasing interest in such fields as acoustic holography, ultrasonic surface wave devices, and acoustic trapped energy resonators. One very sensitive detection method utilizes a coherent light beam as a probe for locally measuring phase and amplitude of the acoustic field. Several variants of this technique are possible, based on measuring phase, deflection, wave front curvature, and spatial frequency content of the reflected beam. Each one of these variants may be combined with a scanning motion of the beam in order to visualize the entire sound field. This paper will attempt to survey the present state of the art and compare the different specific requirements.
Introduction
The need for sensitive methods of detection and visualization of acoustic surface perturbations has grown with the increasing interest in such fields as acoustic holography, ultrasonic surface wave devices, and acoustic trapped energy resonators. In acoustic holography applications, bulk sound waves upon striking a surface cause instantaneous surface displacements which when visualized yield an acoustic hologram.' As regards surface wave devices, visualization or recording gives information about power flow, attenuation, scatter, diffraction, standing wave ratio, etc. In trapped energy resonators the surface perturbations reflect the pattern of acoustical localization, knowledge of which is essential to the application of such devices.
One very sensitive method of detection utilizes a coherent light beam as a probe to measure the phase and amplitude of the acoustic displacements. Various techniques have been used to detect the effect of the acoustic perturbations on the light beam and to relate the results to the acoustic field parameters. If the cross section of the sampling beam is small compared to the wavelength of the acoustic field as it appears on the sampled surface, the acoustically induced temporal and spatial phase modulation of the reflected beam may be conveniently broken down into three parts:
(a) A periodic phase modulation directly related to the magnitude of the normal surface displacement;
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techniques on the basis of their sensitivity and applicability to (b) A periodic deflection related to the slope of the surface displacement (tilting of the surface);
(c) A periodic focusing and defocusing related to the curvature of the surface displacement (warping of the surface).
If the sampling beam is many acoustic wavelengths wide, it is more convenient to consider the effect of the acoustic field as equivalent to that of a phase grating, causing multiple diffraction orders to be formed in the reflected beam. Alternatively, we may say that the latter exhibits:
(d) A temporally and/or spatially periodic phase corrugation which is a replica of the pattern of acoustic displacements.
Each of the effects mentioned lends itself to a particular detection method. This paper will attempt to give a survey of the ones most commonly used and compare them on the basis of sensitivity and applicability to specific situations. The methods to be discussed include the knife edge technique 2 which detects tilting of the surface (b), two optical superheterodyning techniques 3 ' 4 which detect displacement directly (a), and an amplitude grating technique for detecting the phase and amplitude of a particular spatial frequency component in the perturbation (d).' The focusing-defocusing effect (c) appears not to have been used and will not be discussed here.
In all cases, the probing light beam may be scanned across the surface to be examined, in order to obtain a display of the entire surface acoustic field. For ease of comparison of sensitivities, it will he shown that each of the techniques may be analyzed from an optical superheterodyne point of view, as well as from the more physically intuitive points of view used in some of the original presentations.
Let us assume a light beam of uniform intensity in the plane of the scanner having a square cross section with an edge length D. A square spot of size Df 2 /f 1 will then be formed in the plane of the knife edge. A surface wave of wavelength A, frequency Com, and amplitude ( Fig. 2) causes the illuminated portion of the surface to tilt by an angle et,, = (27r/A)S cos(cwmt + k)* so that the projected spot in the knife edge plane is displaced by a distance Techniques utilizing various interferometer type set ups to detect the phase modulation on the light probe by optical homodyning have been reported by several authors. 6 Although the displacement detection sensitivities of these techniques are comparable to those mentioned above, they will not be discussed because their pathlength sensitivity make them less useful in many applications.
II. Knife Edge Technique
This technique, using an optical set up as depicted in Fig. 1 ,* detects the periodic deflection of the probing optical beam caused by the acoustic surface perturbation. The surface to be examined is assumed to be a specular reflector. It lies n the Fourier transform plane of the laser beam scanrner (i.e., the focal plane of lens Li), thus bringing the probing light beam to a focus on the surface as well as causing it to traverse the surface when the scan angle B is changed. The knife edge and detector lie in the Fourier transform plane of the surface and, therefore, are in the image plane of the scanner. This assures the condition that the light beam always strikes the knife edge and photodetector in the same place regardless of the scan angle 0B, provided that the surface is not perturbed. * The set up as shown in Fig. 1 was chosen for ease of explanation. The surface may be moved from the focal plane of L with little change in system sensitivity so long as the knife edge remains in the image plane of the scanner.
(see Fig. 3 ). Comparing this displacement with the width of the projected spot to find the resultant power change (signal power) at the photodiode, we obtain
where P is the total power in the projected square. Since the square beam at the scanner causes a sinx/x amplitude pattern to be formed on the surface with a lateral spacing 2d = 2(X/D)f 1 between the first nulls, (3) may be written in terms of the beam size at the surface as KNIFE EDGE (i.e., the light is phase modulated), where frequency, . is the sound frequency, m, is the phase modulation index, and +(x) the relative phase of the surface wave phase modulation on the reflected light. Expanding (7) gives 
This will produce in the photodetector a current* I, = acPsig (5) proportional to the amplitude 6 of the surface perturbation. Here a is the sensitivity of the photodetector in A/W. It can be seen that the sound wave will only act as a single tilting mirror to the beam if the spot size on the surface is sufficiently small. The maximum signal will later be shown to occur when d = A/2 and therefore will be given from (4) by
For comparison with the other techniques to be described, this system will now be analyzed from the diffraction and superheterodyning point of view. The pattern on the surface can be considered to result from the interference of a bundle of plane waves, each having infinite width and a specific phase and amplitude. Reflected from a smooth surface and refracted by lens L., these waves form a single square image in the plane of the knife edge; but if reflected from a corrugated surface which acts as a reflection grating, each plane wave splits into several diffraction orders, and the plane waves belonging to each of these orders form a separate image. The first two orders are known from diffraction theory to be displaced from the zero order by 01 = 4X/A (for X/A << 1). Thus, as shown in Fig. 4 . three squares are formed in the knife edge plane (corresponding to the -1, 0, and + 1 order) displaced from each other by Of2 = (X/A)f 2 . Since the phase grating w-hich produces the a 1 orders is moving, the orders are Doppler shifted in frequency by hcom (the sound frequency). The relative phases and amplitudes of the diffracted orders may be found if one notes that, at any point on the surface the time-varying amplitude of the reflected light may be expressed as for mp << 1
If
Thus, as is well known, for small phase modulation index mp, sidebands at co, 4 wm are generated with amplitudes equal to m,/ 2 times the carrier amplitude. These sidebands at wo wm correspond to the diffracted orders previously identified in the knife edge plane (Fig. 4) .
Both the upper and lower sideband may heterodyne with the carrier in the knife edge plane to produce a signal at W,. The two resulting signals would be 1800 out of phase and cancel if they were both produced in the same photodiode. (Remember that this is still a phase modulated signal and, hence, cannot be detected by a photodiode directly.) A knife edge aperturing one-half of the central order, however, will eliminate a canceling part of one of the sidebands. The time averaged signal power at the photodiode (coming from the cross-hatched section in Fig. 4 ) will then be
Since m = (27r/X)(26), (10) becomes
This checks with (4), the previously derived relation for Psig, as was expected. As may be seen from Fig. 4 , the d/A term in the above expression only holds for X/2d > X/A. When this inequality does not hold the factor becomes
until A < d after which there is no interaction. Let us finally calculate the sensitivity of this technique. To this purpose the resultant photodiode current 'sig = aPsig should be compared with the rms shot noise current
(where e is the charge of an electron and B is the system bandwidth). The signal-to-noise power ratio for this system in the shot noise limited case is then given by where R is the photodiode load resistor. Setting d/A = and S/N = 1, we find for the minimum detectable surface displacement
(14) Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the system in which this technique was first used to visualize surface waves (for simplicity the lenses were left out of the drawing). Displays were obtained of 8-MHz acoustic surface waves on steel containing a variety of surface wave-deflecting obstacles. The photocell current 1i,. at 8 MVIHz could have been amplified, detected, and fed to the TV screen which, because it was swept in synchronism with the laser scanner, would have produced a display of the surface with a brightness proportional to the local acoustic surface wave amplitude. Instead, the photocell signal was first passed through a synchronous detector which produced an output proportional to the difference of the local acoustic phase and that of an 8-M\Hz reference oscillator. The result was a display of stationary fringes with a separation corresponding to the wavelength of the acoustical surface wave. Since this technique cannot detect light probe deflections in a direction parallel to the knife edge, surface waves moving parallel to the knife edge are not visible in the display. With the probing spot standing still, sig appears at the acoustic frequency Win. Scanning motion of the probing spot causes a Doppler frequency shift, upward for waves moving opposite to the scan direction, and downward for waves moving in the scan direction. should be detectable by this system. The reported minimum detectable displacement of 10-11 m is partly explained by the fact that d/A was 1/6-1/12 in the experiment rather than the optimum 1/2. The same technique has also been used to detect surface perturbations caused by incident bulk acoustic waves and thereby form an acoustic hologram of the bulk acoustic field.
Ill. Optical Superheterodyning
When the far field of a probing light beam which has been reflected from a surface acoustically perturbed at a frequency fA (such as pictured in Fig. 4) Two such systems have been described in the literature. 3 4 Both systems generate the frequency shifted reference beam at fo + fs by the use of a water-filled Bragg cell. 7 The systems differ in the method by which the reference and probing beams are rendered coincident and collinear at the photodetector. 
A. The First Heterodyne System
The system used by Massey 3 is shown in Fig. 9 . Here, the laser beam at frequency fo is passed through a water-filled Bragg cell which is driven at a frequency f = 25 MHz. The diffracted beam at fo + fs is deflected by a prism at a point after the Bragg cell where it is spatially separated from the undeflected zero-order beam, and directed through a beam splitter to a phototube where it is used as a reference beam. The zeroorder beam from the Bragg cell at frequency fo passes through a half-wave plate where its polarization vector is rotated 90°. It is then reflected by a mirror onto a birefringent (Calcite) prism, refracted by the prism through a quarter-wave plate, a long focal length lens, and a rotating glass cube, and finally comes to a focus on the acoustically perturbed surface. The light beam reflected from the surface is phase modulated with a modulation index proportional to the acoustic displacement at the point on the surface determined by the instantaneous position of the glass cube, which acts as a one-dimensional beam scanner. The quarterwave plate is oriented so that the two way passage of the light beam through the plate causes a 9 0 rotation of the polarization vector. Because of this, the reflected beam is separated from the incoming beam by the birefringent prism. It then strikes the beam splitter; there, a portion is reflected onto the photodetector where it forms a heterodyne signal with the reference beam.
The acoustic perturbation in this experiment was at = 2.6 MHz. The information-carrying heterodyne signal at f, -f m = 22.4 \/Hz was chosen to be filtered and amplified for the final display. The bandwidth of the system, as determined by the electronic filter, was 30 KHz which was sufficient to pass the + 10-KHz peak Doppler shifts caused by the rotating glass cube. The 22.4-MHz signal was electronically heterodyned down to 50 KHz and then fed to the vertical input of an oscilloscope. The oscilloscope was scanned horizontally in synchronism with the scanning light probe, so that the height of the scope trace at any horizontal position was proportional to the amplitude of the peak acoustic displacement at a corresponding scan position on the sampled surface. Although this experiment used a one-dimensional scan, it could be extended to two dimensions by the addition of another scanning device and the modification of the display unit to a two-dimensional intensity modulated type. As may be seen from Fig. 9 , the sound intensity distribution on the sampled surface is a shadow image of the object in the water tank between the surface and the acoustical source. Figure 10 shows the one-dimensional displays of the acoustical shadow images of three different objects. The total distance scanned was approximately 25 mm in each case. The maximum zero-to-peak acoustic excursions were about 60 A. The minimum detectable acoustic peak displacement was approximately 1 A. Optical losses and photodetector mismatch account for the fact that this sensitivity level was an order of magnitude poorer than theoretically predicted (see below) for this system, which used 100 ,qW of available 6328 A light power.
B. The Second Heterodyne System
The second heterodyne system is shown in Fig. 11 . Here the probing beam is the portion of the incoming laser beam at fo which passes undeflected through the Bragg cell. This beam is brought to a focus by lens L on the acoustically perturbed surface, where it is dynamically diffracted and reflected back along its original path. Upon passing through the Bragg cell again, a portion of it is deflected and upshifted in frequency to fo + f (where f = 23.5 Hz is the sound frequency in the Bragg cell). This deflected portion strikes the photodetector and is available for heterodyning.
The reference beam is derived from the portion of the incoming beam which is first deflected by the sound cell and downshifted in frequency to fo -fs. This beam travels through lens L, along the path shown, where it comes to a focus on mirror J12 and is reflected back along its original path. A portion of it then passes undeflected through the sound cell and falls on the photodetector.
The acoustic perturbation of the sampled surface again causes the probe beam to have sidebands at a frequency fo + f, f (where f = 8.5 MHz is the frequency of the perturbation), so that the heterodyne output of the photodiode contains sidebands at 2 fA with amplitudes proportional to the acoustic displacement. A VHF receiver with a bandwidth B = (-57 K•Hz was used to amplify and square-law detect the sideband at 2f -f = 38.5 MHz, thereby producing an output proportional to the square of the acoustic displacement. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the sound cell drive signal was modulated at 1000 Hz; this produced a 1000-Hz signal at the receiver output, which was then put through a narrow band (B 2 = 15 Hz) amplifier followed by a linear detector. This gave an effective system bandwidth of Bff = (B 1 B 2 ) = 925 Hz. The 1000-Hz amplifier output was connected to the Y terminals of an XY recorder, while a dc voltage proportional to the displacement of the sample drive mechanism was applied to the X terminals. In this way, records of the square of acoustic displacement some linear dimension on the sample were obtained.
The sample used in the experiment, as shown in Fig.  12 , was an X-cut quartz wedge polished and gold plated on two faces. It was electronically excited across its gold electrodes, and the recorded displacements corresponded to motions normal to the electrodes. The X-axis drive mechanism moved the crystal parallel to its longest dimension. A record of the displacements shown in Fig. 13 indicates a maximum displacement of 6 X 10-" m at a position on the crystal where the wedge thickness is near to one-half of an acoustical bulk compressional mode wavelength. The measured minimum detectable photodiode current corresponded to a peak displacement of mi = 2 X 10-12 m with 300 ,uW of 6328-A light power at the photodiode.
Although the system just described scanned the sample surface by actually moving the sample, the probe beam may instead be scanned across the surface. '°'1f , The display device could again be an intensity-modulated cathode ray tube, scanning in synchronism with the laser beam.
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C. Superheterodyne Sensitivity
The probing beam for case III.B has an amplitude which may be expressed as 
where (Ap(t) 2 ) = P , is the probe beam power. The reference beam amplitude may be written
Here (A,(t) 2 ) = Pr, the reference beam power. (This sensitivity analysis also holds for Case III.A; the only difference being in the frequencies of the reference and probe beams.) When properly aligned, this system renders the reference and probe beams collinear with matched phase front curvatures coincident on a photodetector. The two beams heterodyne at the photodiode to produce a time averaged power of
This yields a time-varying averaged light power of
which differs from Eq. (12) arrived at for the knife edge technique only by the factors (rp)' and d/A. Although the superheterodyne technique does not require the zero and first orders of the diffracted probing beam to overlap, in the high resolution experiments with which we are concerned (when d < A) this is the case. Then the relatively high power of the zeroorder probe beam falls on the photodiode and contributes to the shot noise which is
The signal-to-noise ratio for the shot noise limited case is then
This is optimum for r = p. In both of the above superheterodyne systems r = p = is possible to obtain. Therefore, This implies a Smin = (2eB/aPo) (X/7r), which is the same order of sensitivity as the knife edge technique described by (14) . A more detailed comparison of the various systems will be made in a later section.
IV. Amplitude Grating Technique
This technique uses a probing light beam which is several acoustical wavelengths wide. Assuming onceagain that the sampled surface has a moving sinusoidal displacement perturbation, the beam phase front reflected from the surface will have a moving phase ripple imposed on it. As has been discussed before, for displacements small compared to an optical wavelength, this reflected beam can be considered to be made up of a specularly reflected zeroth order beam and two first order beams which are diffracted from the zero order by the angles O,, = X/A. As can be seen from Fig. 14 , both of the first order beams have an apparent phase velocity 
. 25 . 
previous designations. Note that the reflected light can be thought of as the sum of three beams with flat wave fronts, which have amplitudes
F (2sr/A)x + (r/2)1 (27) in the "optimum" planes. This result is the region where the beams overlap. 
Since a change in phase relation of 900 between the main order and side orders causes the phase ripple of the composite wave front to become an amplitude ripple, the wave front will be characterized by a moving amplitude corrugation whenever A = (n + ) r, where n = 0, 1, 2 . . . This occurs at distances
as depicted by the phasor diagram at the bottom of Fig. 14. The fractional spatial amplitude modulation at these optimum locations is m = 4 r(a/X) corresponding to the sum of the first-order amplitudes. If an amplitude grating of the same spatial frequency as that of the amplitude ripple of the light (A) is placed in one of the optimum locations, a time varying light power will pass through the grating. The magnitude of this intensity modulation may be calculated as follows. The amplitude of the light at the grating may be written, normalizing so that (AI(t)) d = P: Here, V(d,n) is a factor less than one, which takes into account the fact that the three beams do not overlap over their entire width.
From Fig. 15 , it can be seen that there is less overlapping of the orders as n gets larger. The same effect occurs as d gets smaller. It may be shown readily that
as illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 15 . Equation ( by dashed lines, makes a small angle with the surface (out of the plane of the paper) so as to clear lens Li. In order to prevent the photomultiplier (M) from obstructing the input laser beam, the grating (G) was placed at an image plane of the first optimum position (i.e., the plane a distance Zo from S) formed by lenses Li and L2. The sound frequency at fm = 8 MHz used to drive transducer Ti caused a surface wave of wavelength A = 250 4 to propagate across the surface S. Since the He-Ne laser gave a light wavelength X = 0.63 ,, the optimum position of the 100 line/in grating G was a distance Zo = 5 cm from the image plane A' of the PZT surface. The 8-MHz drive signal was modulated at 1000 Hz to permit easy narrow band detection of the photomultiplier output signal.
With the exception of the substitution of an 8-MHz slmplifier for the VHF receiver, the rest of the system (electronics, recorder, and mechanical drive mechanism) was identical to that described in part III.B.
Two X-Y plots of acoustical surface displacement squared vs position on the PZT surface are shown in Fig. 17(a) and (b) . In condition (a) transducer T2 is tuned so that it acts as a surface wave reflector and causes the standing wave pattern with A/2 separations between peaks evident in the X-Y plot. In condition (b), transducer T2 is shorted so that it causes only small reflections. Stray electrical coupling of the 8-MHz signal causes the relatively large peaks spaced A apart The last bracketed term only varies from 1 to 2 as N varies from to 1; hence, the minimum displacement detection sensitivity (36) is also seen to differ by only a small factor from that of the knife edge technique as expressed by (14) . Figure 16 shows a block diagram of an experimental set-up in which this technique was used to measure the acoustical displacement distribution of a surface wave traveling between two comb-type 8 surface wave transducers (T 1 and T 2 ) on a polished PZT (a piezoelectric ceramic) surface (S). The incoming laser beam, shown 
V. Comparison of Techniques
The displacement detection sensitivities of the techniques discussed are so nearly equal when the respective systems are optimized that this difference would seldom enter into the choice of a system for a particular application.
For the knife edge and amplitude grating techniques, sensitivity varies with the direction of motion of the surface perturbation. The grating technique is much more orientation dependent in this respect, as well as being very sensitive to changes in the spatial frequency of the surface perturbation. Both systems share the advantage of having a ready-made reference beam (the zero order of the diffracted probe beam) which requires no additional optical or acousto-optical components. This simplifies alignment procedures, and reduces sensitivity to system vibration (which is an important factor if the phase of the signal is to be utilized, as in the knife edge experiment described). Since the knife edge technique has the additional advantage of lending itself easily to a two-dimensional scanning system, it would seem to be a first choice for any fixed or scanned probe system where sensitivity to propagation direction of the acoustical perturbation was not a disadvantage. In some applications, sensitivity to direction of acoustic propagation or to spatial frequency may even be desirable; the grating system might then be the most useful.
It should be remembered that beam probe size enters into the displacement detection sensitivities of some of the techniques described. The grating technique has its best sensitivity with a beam probe size several wavelengths wide. When the beam probe is less than a wavelength wide, the knife edge technique becomes effective (but is most sensitive for d = A/2). This consideration gives the knife edge technique a higher spatial resolution capability than the grating technique. The superheterodyne techniques described have sensitivities independent of probe size. Because of this, they can be used much more effectively for measuring surface displacements having very long surface spatial wavelengths (such as those caused by bulk acoustical waves striking the surface at normal incidence) than the other two techniques.
The two superheterodyne techniques may be used in producing displays of surface perturbations which give faithful amplitude displacement information independent of the spatial frequency or direction of propagation of the surface disturbance. While technique III(A) offers the possibility of a slight improvement in displacement sensitivity by the addition of another photodiode to intercept the light now passing unused through the beam splitter (Fig. 9) , III(B) uses less optical hardware and is easier to align.
Care should be taken in any optical heterodyne type set-up (if using a multimode laser with axial modes) to keep the reference and probe beam paths nearly equal. The laser mode frequency spacing at c/2L (where L is the laser cavity length) must also always be well out of the range of the desired heterodyne frequency, or strong spurious heterodyne signals may result; but if this condition is satisfied, each mode will supply separate probe and reference beams which will heterodyne to produce the desired photodiode current. The photodiode signals from the different modes will then have relative phases 4 I dependent on the diff erence between the reference and probe beam paths such that
where fI is the frequency of the th laser mode, L is the reference beam path length (from laser to photodiode), and L, is the probe path length. If the signals from all of the modes are to add constructively, the difference in phase between the lowest and highest frequency mode should be 
where f' is the lowest mode frequency and f is the highest mode frequency in the laser. f is (I -1)
laser cavity mode spacing (c/2L) higher in frequency than fi. Therefore,
is the condition which should be maintained in any heterodyne system. Note that L -L = 0 in cases II, III(B) and IV, but it must be adjusted to a minimum in III(A).
V. Conclusion
Four coherent light probe techniques for detecting acoustic surface displacements have been described and analyzed. It is hoped that the description of all these techniques on the basis of what they have in common (i.e., their use of optical superheterodying to detect the acoustically produced "sidebands" of the probing light beam) has made it simpler to choose between them for various applications, or to modify them for specific purposes.
